Particles driven through a periodic potential by an external constant force are known to exhibit a pronounced peak of the diffusion around the critical deterministic force that defines the transition between locked and running states. It has recently been shown both experimentally and numerically that this peak is greatly enhanced if some amount of spatial disorder is superimposed on the periodic potential. Here, we show that this enhancement is a fingerprint of a broad phenomenology that goes well beyond a simple augmentation. For some values of the model parameters, including the characteristic distances associated with the periodic and random components of the potential, the magnitude of the external force, and the temperature, the system can exhibit a rich variety of regimes from normal diffusion to superdiffusion, subdiffusion and even subtransport.
Introduction
Diffusion of particles over periodic potentials marred by even a small amount of randomness may exhibit a range of unanticipated behaviors [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . In periodic potentials, dispersionless transport of long duration can be observed when forces exceed a critical force [8] , and the diffusion coefficient versus the applied force presents a pronounced peak near this critical force. Such a maximum is observed in both overdamped and underdamped regimes [1, 2, [6] [7] [8] [9] , and is due to the coexistence of locked and running states. The enhancement is quantitatively larger than the free particle diffusion coefficient. This phenomenon is even more pronounced when some amount of disorder is also present [10, 11] , and has been observed experimentally when tracking the motion of colloidal spheres through a periodic potential created from an optical vortex [10] .
The enhancement of the diffusion coefficient has been tested by numerical simulations on a surface in which a small amount of spatial disorder in the form of a random potential is added to the periodic potential [11] . Dramatic diffusive enhancement occurs even for very small amounts of the disorder (e.g., when the amplitude of the random contribution of the potential is as small as ∼5% of that of the periodic contribution). Here, we will show that these observations are but harbingers of considerably more dramatic behaviors.
While "normal" transport and diffusion are characterized by linear time dependences of the displacement x(t) and of the mean square deviation of the displacement (∆x(t)) 2 , so-called "anomalous" behavior is associated with different time dependences, x(t) ∼ t µ and/or (∆x(t)) 2 ∼ t α , with µ and/or α = 1. In earlier work, we reported this sort of nonlinear time evolution for underdamped particles in periodic potentials, where superdiffusion (α > 1) is observed over short and medium time-scales [3, 4, 8] . We have also reported anomalous diffusion at intermediate times on purely random surfaces in the absence of tilting [5] . In this case, exponents α ranging from subdiffusion (α < 1) to superdiffusion (α > 1) are found as the friction parameter is varied. The model studied here and the behaviors it exhibits are quite different from this earlier work.
Here we consider an overdamped particle moving on a periodic substrate modified by a small amount of disorder. We show that the presence of this small amount of disorder can induce additional effects that are qualitatively different from a simple enhancement of the diffusion coefficient. In fact, we will see that a variation of the different parameters of the system can lead to normal transport and diffusion, superdiffusion, subdiffusion and subtransport regimes. While we do not address the asymptotic behavior of these systems, our numerical simulation data show these behaviors to occur over a temporal range of several orders of magnitude. An abbreviated presentation of some of our results can be found in [12] . This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we present the model and describe the quantities of interest (mean velocity, diffusion coefficient), pointing to the traditional way of obtaining these quantities from moments of the distribution of particle
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positions. In Sec. 3, an alternative analysis of trajectories based on passage times is introduced. We report numerical results in Sec. 4. Here, as parameters are varied, we exhibit a rich phenomenology ranging from normal transport and diffusion to superdiffusion, subdiffusion and subtransport regimes. Finally, Sec. 5 provides a summary and some related conclusions.
The Model
We consider the overdamped motion of identical noninteracting Brownian particles moving in a 1D potential landscape U (x). The motion of each particle is described by the Langevin equation
Here x is the position of the particle, t denotes time, γ is the dissipation parameter, F is the applied force, and ξ(t) describes the thermal noise at temperature T . The noise is assumed to have a Gaussian distribution, and its correlation function obeys the fluctuation-dissipation relation ξ(t)ξ(t ) = 2γk B T δ(t− t ). The potential U (x) consists of two parts, a periodic part,
with spatial period λ p , and a stationary random contribution V r (x) that has a Gaussian distribution and that statistically describes the disorder in our system. The correlation function of the periodic potential (2) can be evaluated from the spatial average
The mean of the random contribution is zero and the correlation function is obtained as a statistical average,
where λ r is the characteristic length of the spatial variations. This potential is constructed numerically by means of well-established standard algorithms [16] . The contribution of each potential component to the full potential is weighted by the parameter σ ∈ [0, 1] in the following manner:
We have chosen the potential correlations to be equal at x = 0, g p (0) = g r (0). This ensures that the total potential amplitude is of order V 0 independently of the parameter σ. Furthermore, with the choice λ r = λ p the two correlation functions are identical up to second order in a Taylor expansion.
It is convenient to redefine the variables and parameters so as to work with the smallest possible number of dimensionless combinations. We can write Eq. (1) as
where f p and f r are the dimensionless forces arising from the periodic and random potentials, respectively. If we implement the scale transformations
the dimensionless generic equation of motion becomes
where we have introduced the dimensionless parameters
Throughout this work we set the dimensionless temperature relative to the potential energy amplitude to T = 0.01. Note that a decrease of λ r for fixed λ p leads to an increase of λ −1 , and this in turn leads to an increase in the relative contribution of the random force even for fixed σ, cf. Eq. (8) .
The external force tilts the potential. For a purely periodic potential (σ = 0), the critical force at which the tilt is just sufficient for the potential minima to disappear, and the characteristic temporal scale to cover a period under the action of the critical force, are respectively given by
This provides a reference time against which to test whether our simulations are or are not "long". Our analysis is based on numerical simulations of the dimensionless equation (8) . We have used Heun's algorithm as explained in [17] . We start with N particles distributed over a large area of size 1000λ r of the potential landscape, with particles uniformly distributed over this initial area, and follow their trajectories. Moreover, we repeat our simulations for different statistical realizations of the potential. With this information we construct the time evolution of the first two moments of the particle displacements, z(τ ) and z 2 (τ ) (the averages are with respect to the initial condition, i.e., strictly speaking we should write z(τ ) − z(0) and similarly for the second moment; in the interest of economy of notation we omit the explicit initial condition below, but it should be understood). In most cases, we simulate N = 100 particles over 50 different realizations of the potential. Because our particles are distributed over such a large initial region, each particle experiences a different portion of the potential, so much so that our procedure is equivalent to having each of 5000 particles meander in a different potential. Our averages thus in effect run
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While we symbolically retain the time dependence of these quantities because our results may not be asymptotic, our results yield constant (albeit unanticipated) values for these moments that extend over long periods of time, up to the end of our simulation times. A first indication of the strong effect of weak disorder is the giant enhancement of the diffusion coefficient near the critical force F c = 1 [11] . This enhancement is orders of magnitude greater than that observed in purely periodic potentials at the point where potential minima first disappear and locked solutions coexist with running solutions [18] . The dramatic enhancement was observed in experiments on colloidal particles [10] , and also in numerical simulations in potentials that include a small amount of disorder (5% of the potential is a random component) [11] .
Our results, however, show additional strong features, as illustrated in Fig. 1 : while the velocity is well defined for any value of the force in this particular figure, even in the regime of the sharp increase around F = 1, the diffusion coefficient calculated according to the prescription in Eq. (11) presents very strong fluctuations around its peak. Note that the diffusion coefficient for each potential has achieved a time-independent value, but this value differs drastically from one run to another. The only difference in our case and that of [11] is in our choice of length scale of the disorder: we have chosen λ to be of order unity, while in the earlier work this value was λ = 2π. Thus, when the length scales of the periodic and random portions of the potential are comparable and the correlation functions thus have comparable rugosity, the precise estimation of D in this manner is questionable.
The potential landscape for a force near the critical deterministic force is shown in Fig. 2 , where we see the total potential Eq. (5) tilted by −Fz. Note that the small amount of disorder is nearly imperceptible in the second and third panels. In fact, it is necessary to increase σ and reduce λ, as in the first panel, to see the effect of the disorder on this scale. Yet, as a particle moves along the very mildly disordered landscape it does have to overcome energy barriers, some of which may be extremely high. The random contribution to the potential allows for randomly distributed barriers of any height (limited in numerical simulations by bounds imposed on the distribution). This phenomenon is depicted in the right panel of Fig. 2 . For a particular realization of the random contribution to the potential, we plot only the barriers above the inflection point of the total potential U (z) − Fz along approximately 32 periods for two values of λ. We see that the location of the barriers is random, and that the smaller value of λ leads to a greater number and height of the barriers. The height h is also random, and most of the barriers exceed the thermal energy (dotted line). This illustrates the fact that even with a small amount of disorder the particle motion is dominated by random waiting times due to the dispersion of the barrier heights. We go on to show that the diffusion anomaly in Fig. 1 is a consequence of such landscapes, and that it is qualitatively different from a reproducible large enhancement of the diffusion coefficient.
Passage Time Analysis
The occurrence of strong fluctuations in the usual ensemble calculation of the diffusion coefficient points to the suspicion that our system may be exhibiting behavior reminiscent of aging or of weak ergodicity breaking [19, 20] over the time scales of our simulations. We approach the problem with this observation in mind.
Additional insight can be obtained by working with alternative expressions for v and D in periodic potentials first conjectured [13] and later proved analytically in [1] . Furthermore, we follow the earlier conjecture that the resulting expressions for v and D are also valid for slightly random potentials and are therefore appropriate for the analysis of the irregular behavior shown in Fig. 1 .
Our system has an underlying spatial period λ p (which we set to λ p = 2π) in unscaled variables, 1 in scaled variables, which we have taken as the reference for spatial scales, cf. Eq. (7). We fix an arbitrary initial position z 0 for a particle, and let it evolve according to the equation of motion for a particular realization of the random portion of the potential. On average, the particle moves in the direction of the applied force. As the particle position evolves, we observe how much time τ 1 elapses for this particle to reach position z 1 = z 0 + 1 for the first time. We next observe how much additional time τ 2 it takes the particle to move in this direction over another period, to reach the position z 2 = z 1 + 1 for the first time. We continue this experiment until the particle has advanced N 1 periods. The collection of these random time increments τ i has average value and variance
These moments are calculated over the realizations of an arbitrary long run. The alternative expressions for the velocity and diffusion coefficient in terms of these moments presented in [1, 13] are
The expressions in Eq. (13) are of course only at all meaningful if the mean quantities τ p and ∆ 2 τ p are finite. If they are not, or if they are finite but not reproducible from one run to another, then we have evidence of anomalous behavior, evidence that might point to a cause for the failure of the expression for the diffusion coefficient in Eq. (11) to achieve a reproducible value. Indeed, here we will present numerical evidence that indicates that in the presence of a small amount of randomness of sufficient rugosity in the potential the distribution P (τ i ) of times τ i to cover a single period can have a power-law tail for the duration of our simulations,
An example of this time distribution is plotted in Fig. 3 and is compared to the finite-moment exponential distribution associated with a purely periodic potential.
If there are moment divergences, they will appear in the upper limit of the integral as
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K. Lindenberg et al. where τ max is the total measurement time and where we have assumed that P (τ i ) is normalizable (β > 1). Specifically, for the moments of the distribution in Eq. (14), if β > 3 the first and second moments are finite, so transport and diffusion are normal. In the range 2 < β < 3, the first moment is finite but the second moment diverges. This leads to a finite average velocity as given in Eq. (subtransport). The second moment diverges, so that the diffusion coefficient again diverges, now as D ∼ τ 2β−3 (superdiffusion). For 1 < β < 3/2 we again have substransport (v ∼ τ β−2 ), and the diffusion coefficient decays to zero (D ∼ τ 2β−3 , subdiffusion). In this case the particle remains extremely localized around its point of origin. These results are exhibited in Table 1 . Our question then is: what behavior do particles in a slightly randomized periodic potential of sufficient rugosity exhibit?
Numerical Results for β
We have performed extensive numerical simulations and have analyzed the time distributions for different parameters. From the tails of this distribution, assuming they follow a power law, exponents β are calculated, as depicted in Fig. 3 . Table 1 . Summary of moment behavior as a function of β. In Table 2 , we present a set of typical results of simulations leading to different values of the exponent β, obtained for two degrees of rugosity and for different forces. We observe that values β < 3 are indeed obtained. Anomalous behavior is expected for these cases. We also find (albeit not shown here, see [12] ) that lower levels of disorder lead to higher exponents, i.e., values of β < 3 require smaller forces [12] . For the sake of comparison with [11] , we also show in Table 2 the case λ = 2π. We observe what we expected from Eq. (8) when λ increases (λ r increases), that is, the effect of the random part of potential is greatly muted. This implies that most of the exponents for λ = 2π are in the "normal" range β > 3 (normal behavior) for the range of forces selected (and under the conditions explored in [10, 11] ). Much smaller forces are required for smooth disorder to find robust anomalous behavior.
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As the value of β increases with increasing F for a fixed rugosity parameter λ, the shape of the distribution P (τ i ), particularly its tail, changes from a power law form to the more typical exponential associated with normal behavior. Larger forces cause more and more barriers to disappear under the thermal horizon. Once β becomes sufficiently large it no longer makes sense to talk about a power law distribution. This transition in behavior occurs for smaller and smaller forces as the disorder becomes smoother (as λ increases). Thus, for example, with a force of F = 0.95, the exponent β is in the anomalous regime when λ = 1 but deeply in the normal range when λ = 2π.
The source of the behavior that we have documented above is clear: potential barriers of random heights and at random locations trap some of the particles for a long period of time. The trapping times vary from one trajectory realization to the next and, more importantly, from one realization of the random potential portion to another. This variability is captured in the properties of v and D that we have studied, but as presented so far we have considered only averages over many particle trajectories and over many realizations of the potentials. Further insight is gained if we look separately at trajectory realizations over specific realizations of the random potential, without averaging over the latter. In the left panel of Fig. 4 , for a particular set of parameters chosen for this illustration, we see the diffusion coefficient for two realizations of the potential averaged over 100 particle trajectories each. Clearly, in one case, the increasing value of D as a function of time indicates that some of the particles move easily over the potential landscape while others become increasingly trapped. In the other, the nearly constant value of D indicates that the 100 particles experience very similar trajectories without much trapping. The trajectories of single particles are shown in the right panel, the black ones corresponding to the particles with the lower diffusion coefficient while the green ones exhibit a much greater dispersion, consistent with the case of increasing D in the left panel.
Finally, temporal evolutions of the velocity and the diffusion coefficient for the four different regimes of behavior are shown in Fig. 5 as a function of the force for a fixed rugosity. The solid lines are trajectory simulation results while the dashed lines are the predictions in the text following Eq. (14) . Qualitatively, the subtransport regimes of the two cases with the lowest values of F are clearly seen, as are the subdiffusive and superdiffusive behaviors of the diffusion coefficient. The anomalous behaviors that we observe are similar to those associated with continuous time random walk (CTRW) models with a priori power law waiting time distributions [21] . Our results are unique in that we obtain these results starting with a perfectly normal Langevin equation with Gaussian δ-correlated thermal fluctuations.
Conclusion
We have carried out a detailed numerical study of the transport of particles driven by a constant external force over a one-dimensional landscape consisting of a periodic potential modified by a small amount of spatial disorder via the addition of a random potential contribution. While this problem has been investigated before [10, 11] , earlier studies focused only on parameter regimes that illustrate the occurrence of enhanced diffusion when the external force approaches the critical value associated with the transition from locked to running solutions.
We have here focused on a different regime in which there are long stretches of anomalous transport, evidenced by the fact that the mean velocity and/or the diffusion coefficient cannot be defined in the usual way. We have characterized these behaviors via the distribution of times for covering the distance λ p , the period of the periodic portion of the potential, and find that in these anomalous regimes it is of power law form. If the power is sufficiently small, then the first and/or the second moment diverge. When the first moment diverges, we are in a "subtransport" regime in which the average velocity decreases with time. When the second moment diverges we are in a "superdiffusive" regime, and when it vanishes as time increases, we are in a "subdiffusive" regime. Note that we do not claim these to be asymptotic behaviors. Indeed, in any numerical simulation the eventual behavior is necessarily normal because we must cut off the wings of the distribution of the random portion of the potential. However, the behaviors can persist over many decades of time and may therefore be of experimental relevance.
The regimes that exhibit these anomalous behaviors are characterized by the correlation length λ r of the random portion of the potential. We find anomalous behavior when λ r λ p , the period of the periodic portion. Our main focus has been the case λ = 1, which ensures that the correlation lengths of the two potential contributions are equal. Earlier studies had focused on the regime λ = 2π. The anomalies are more pronounced the smaller λ r , that is, the more rapid the spatial variations of the random potential. The anomalies occur for forces lower than the deterministic critical force for the transition from locked to running transport. When either the external force F or the temperature T decreases, the system tends to be more anomalous because the barriers become more pronounced and because trapping near high barriers is more durable. In particular, one must go to considerably smaller forces than F = 1 to observe anomalous behavior when λ = 2π. As one might expect, lower levels of disorder lead to a narrower range of forces over which anomalous behavior is observed.
It would of course be desirable to find an analytic characterization of these systems, one which would allow insight into the asymptotic behavior. Such an analysis has recently been presented for the case of a piecewise linear random potential [22] , but seems not yet to be available for the more realistic potentials considered here.
